Volume 32

Hello,
and thank you for picking up
Volume 32 of EyeCandy Film
Journal. As you read through, I
would like you to keep a fact in
the back of your mind: this is the
journal since the pandemic started. Creating Volume 32
was already an enormous privilege and responsibility for all of
us, and this is doubly so when you consider that no one, including
myself, had actually printed the journal before.
I joined EyeCandy as a writer in the winter of 2019, a tumultuous year due to
power outages, student protests, and the beginnings of a pandemic that would
keep all of us inside (and the Journal online) for 2 years. When I became
Editor-In-Chief, I was the only staff member who stayed on from the previous
years — and I didn’t know how to print! The thought of the work to come was
terrifying. But I and the new student staff would not allow ourselves to fail, and
despite our inexperience we treated this as a fresh new start.
This year’s transition to in-person classes has also been a process of re-learning
exactly how this organization runs. We’ve had to re-learn how to ask for
funding, how to organize an in-person class, how to set hard limits for writing,
how to use the correct settings, fonts, and images for printing the layout— and
every single person has stepped up to the plate. If it wasn’t for the teamwork of all
never have been able to pick up this issue of EyeCandy.
So please, if you’re still reading, pause and take a moment to look at the
photos on the staff pages. This journal is the product of those incredibly talented,
thoughtful, creative, wonderful, beautiful individuals, and I could not be more
proud to have worked with them, and to have been part of this organization.

With gratitude,

Keely Gwynne
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Motherhood Depicted in Film:
The Fear of the “Herculean Task”

Written by Analy Hidalgo

Designed by Tommy English
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“Would my children only see me as their
mother? What a horrifying simplification.”
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Endnotes

A
sian-American. Korean-American. Korean. American. Some of the
few ways I have been described or
have described my identity in my
adolescence. I claim myself as a Korean-American, but beneath this
binary of identifiers was a deep
struggle to understand where I lie
between two uniquely contrasting
cultures: the traditional upbringing of my South Korean parents
and the deeply American childhood
I embraced. My parents’ eastern
values often came into contention
with the culture I was surrounded with in school— my assimilation to American

2

culture seemingly opposed with
the traditional cuisine and the
language I spoke at home. At an
early age, this side of my identity
was associated with shame. My fermented groceries and strange home
dialect a negatory “difference”
rather than a sign of my upbringing and culture. Familial values
and traditional rituals were another reason to envy my “American” friends’ home life. While many
of these thoughts and associations have shifted as I’ve grown up,
there was no doubt that I split myself by my two identities: my “Korean” side and my “American side.”
Regardless of where my insecurities or confusion may have
originated, it is undeniable
that my existence as an
immigrant was rarely
seen on screen— the
role of the Asian
Male on television
or films has often
been limited to karate senseis, stereotypical academics,
or
comedic
foils of some kind.
Even then, these
characters
were
Asian, yes, but they
rarely embodied the

stories I could relate to; of being an immigrant with clashing
cultural and ethnic values. These
clashing values aren’t unique to
myself, or children of immigrants
from this generation either. For
hundreds of years, families have
moved to the states searching for
a brighter future, each adapting and learning to reconcile the
values of their parents with the
melting pot of cultures that are
quintessential to the American
experience. The immigrant story
and struggle is incredibly American, and Minari (2020), does an
excellent job of showcasing how
cultural dissonance may manifest itself within Asian American families and individuals.
Directed by Lee Isaac Chung,
Minari explores the complex relationships found within the Yi
family as they adapt and learn to
live in the Ozarks of Arkansas.
The first dissonance experienced
within this family can be analyzed through the relationship of
David and his grandmother. David,
who was raised in the states, understands his ethnic and cultural
identity through the lens of his
mother and father, who immigrated from South Korea before starting a family. He is an American
born child who has the entirety of
his physical upbringing in the US,
whereas his parents have been able
to adapt and reconcile their lives
in these two countries through
their time raising a family. On the
other hand, David’s grandmother,
(played by the wonderful Youn
Yuh-Jung) comes to America to
support her daughter and grand-

children, having spent her
entire
life
as a Korean
citizen
living
in
South
Korea. Not only do
the physical upbringing of David and his grandmother differ at opposite extremes, their grasp of the world
comes from two completely different sets of cultural values.
Despite his ethnic background as a Korean boy, David’s
perception of what conventional families should look like was
shaped by his upbringing in the
states.
Throughout
the
film,
David complains and criticizes Soon-Ja for not being like a
“real” grandma, given that she
can’t bake or cook like a conventional American grandmother can.
Furthermore, she swears, enjoys
professional wrestling, wears boxers, and is rash in ways that seem
contrary to how a young boy’s image of a grandmother should be.
Having been raised with an idea
of what a grandmother should
provide (in terms of support, behavior, baking, or otherwise),
Soon-Ja’s strange eastern medicine and curious eating habits are often met with disdain.
In a similar light, I grew
up with an idea of what a family “should” have looked like– superimposing my own family on the
American ideal of a nuclear family,
often noticing my differences and
quirks as something that should
be hidden and shunned. Whether it

be intensely herbal smelling elix- in Arkansas, the Yi’s are outcast
irs that I had to drink or embar- geographically from other Korerassment for my grandmothers’
ans, living on their property
shameless singing, David and
far away from any city or KoSoon-Ja’s
relationship
in
rean community. When MoniMinari contextualized many of
ca finds out that there are
the insecurities about my Koother Koreans working at the
rean things; certain culturchicken sexing factory, she
al dishes or values that I had
inquires as to why a small
once disregarded now invaluKorean Church hadn’t been
able to my familial heritage.
started in their community,
We see a grandmother’s
where Korean children could
love and care on full display together and get along.
play as she loves and cares
Her coworker, Mrs. Oh, pofor the young boy, David’s
litely and succinctly repranks and jabs at Soon-Ja
sponds that, “the Koreans
received with a cheerful
out here left the cities
heart and attitude. Despite
for a reason… to escape
all of David’s attempts to
the
Korean
church.” 1
reject his Grandmother
For early Korean
and her Koreanness, it
immigrants, the church
is her constant care and
was a space to congregrandmotherly attention
gate under a common
that unites them. The two
come from seemingly opposed backgrounds, yet
their relationship and
Soon-Ja’s undying love for
her grandson provides a
positive example of how a
grandmother’s love can extend beyond barriers– be it
generational or cultural.
Another
example
of reconciliation found
within
Minari
exists
through the role of religion as a unifying force
in their community. Chung
does an incredible job of
subtly weaving in Christianity with the Yi family
and their Southern environment. As rural farmers

identity and was an
important
function
that connected families and served as a
support network. Mrs.
Oh makes it clear that
she (along with the
other Koreans in rural Arkansas) have no
interest in being a part
of a Korean Church
community given her
own relationship and
struggles
with
the
Christian faith. The
Korean church is a
complicated and sensitive topic for many
Koreans, given Korea’s
complex
history
of
Christianity and Amer-

ican intervention being closely linked. Christian influence in
Korea is far reaching, with government officials and nearly a third
of the nation practicing some
sort of Christian faith. And while
this complex dynamic is only hinted at in this film, the religious
themes introduced in this film
affirmed many of my experiences having grown up as a practicing Christian at a Korean Church.
In an interview about
her character Monica,
actress Han Yeri implored the importance of casting
a
South
Korean
actress
for the role
of
Monica,
stating that
“Monica is

ficulties of being an immigrant.
I saw this in my own family growing up, my mother leaning into
the structure and consistency
that church provided. My mother
was alone, raising four children
and finding her community in
the Church– a space that allowed
her to find her own status and
identity despite her foreignness.
The church, despite its idiosyncrasies, was a place for families to find support when it
was needed. When there
was a death or tragedy in the community, other families would come
together
to
provide food,
financial
support, and
caretaking

It was a lonely existence, and
she has a hard time
communicating with others. She’s someone who was thinking, ‘there will be some kind of
answer in the States.’” 2 Raising
children in a foreign country is
hard enough, but when confronted with the challenges of living
in an isolated area, the hardships
of loneliness, family, and financial struggle all amplify the dif-

other
churchgoing families, who
feed them and provide
a home for them to stay
in during a crisis. When the Yi
family experiences microaggressions when attending their local
entirely-white congregation, the
encounter is not dramatized, presented in a way that must have
been true for many immigrants
in these hegemonic areas. The
Yi family’s experience with the

“There is a
unique bond in so
many Asian Americans,
namely Korean Americanwhere pride and status and class
s o m e o n e
when it was
matter
so
much...
The
constant
who strugmost needgled to make
ed.
When
desire to succeed, not only suc- Soon-Ja
friends with
sufothers
in
fers from a
ceed but Achieve the Amer- stroke,
America. She
David
just
raised
and Anne are
ican
Dream.
”
her
children.
able to stay with

church is complex, interwoven,
and familiar– allowing Minari to
present religion within a community in a nuanced and gentle way.
Chung continues his exploration of the American family
through Jacob Yi, who is a prime
example of how the American
Dream exists in the lives of immigrants and working class citizens
alike. Anne Anling Chen of Vulture writes, “The American dream
is a hook, like a pyramid scheme
requiring a heavy initial investment (such as, say, 50 acres in
the Ozarks) with the endless but
unsustainable promise of exponential growth.” 3 Jacob’s character, ambitious and allured by the
American Dream, wants success for
himself and his family. He is representative of many immigrants
within the states, where pride
and
ambition intersect at the
dreams of success. His cultural pride is made very
apparent when he first
starts his farm, where
he rejects a water
dowser’s proposal and proudly
explains
to his son
that “Korean
people use their
heads,”
opting to observe
the
local
topography
and create
his own
w e l l
rath6

er than pay the local farm guide.
Although Jacob holds himself
high for doing things the “Korean Way,” he is an undeniable buyer of the American dream, valuing
hard work and relentlessly pursuing owning a large successful
farm. Although his ambition and
work ethic can lead to monetary
success, his pride for his crop and
property puts an immense strain
on those around him, leading to
internal struggles that can tear
a family apart. It is this nuanced
portrayal of the American dream
that allows for the characters to
lean into their immigrant backgrounds– a uniquely American
story that exists across ethnic
background, language, or culture.
Throughout the entire film,
I found myself calling back to the
characters and noticing references and traits that once thought
were uniquely mine. The role of
Monica and Jacob in the film felt
so similar to my own parents and
my family– despite the generational and geographical gap found in
Minari opposed to my upbringing
in California. Looking at Jacob,
his ambition and constant belief
in himself and the American dream
were an integral part of my familial dynamic growing up. Where his
“American” dream lay in the crop
and farmland of their property,
my family’s dream came off of the
end of my Dad’s career as a professional soccer player, launching
painstaking attempts and effort
in working as a Korean intermediary for South Korean athletes and
the MLS. And although his dreams
and the unlimited potential of

America was enticing, my father
used his drive and ambition in
trying to achieve a new success.
There is a unique bond
between many Asian Americans,
namely Korean Americans, where
cultural pride and status carry over into the states in their
pursuit of success. There is a
constant desire to prosper, to
not only succeed but achieve the
American Dream and own one’s
own empire. I saw this in my dad
and I see it in the film as well,
opportunities constantly arising and the untapped potential
of the American dream seemingly
just out of reach, always. I saw
this ambition push a family to
its limits, my mother struggling
to support four children alongside my fathers’ dreams– just
like Monica’s care for her family being in contention with Jacob’s desire for financial success.

Endnotes

1. Chung, Lee Isaac, dir. 2020. Minari. A24.
2. Jung, Alex, and Abraham Riesman. 2021. “Minari’s
Han Yeri Wanted a Korean Actress to Play Monica, Even If It Wasn’t Her.” Vulture. https://www.
vulture.com/2021/03/han-yeri-interview-minari.
html.
3. Cheng, Anne A. 2021. “Minari’s Profound Visual Melancholia.” The Atlantic. https://www.
theatlantic.com/culture/archive/2021/02/mi-

There are many subtleties in
this film that may have been lost
to American audiences, be it the
quiet hum of Korean gospel music
singing on the radio, the response
to food and certain items from
Korea, or the biannual pilgrimage
back to the motherland, where my
grandma would send or bring all
sorts of dried and fermented and
valuable roots, spices, and herbs.
But Minari ’s story comes from
its unforgiving presentation of
a struggling family, the characters, interactions, and hardships
all uniquely American and Korean
at the same time. By confronting
and presenting a nuanced story of
how family, religion, and culture
can all intersect at the heart of
America, Minari is a unifying and
reconciling film that affirms and
recognizes the stories of myself,
my family, and countless other immigrant stories across the nation.

nari-lee-isaac-chung-visual-melancholia-american-dream/618064/.
4. Li, Shirley. 2021. “‘Minari’ and the Invisible Stars
of Asian-Led Movies.” The Atlantic. https://www.
theatlantic.com/culture/archive/2021/03/minari-and-the-invisible-stars-of-asian-led-movies/618169/.

WE ALL (MEN) NEED
written by: Dylan Burns
Gender identity and expression have never
been, and will never be, inherent. Instead, identity
is learned and absorbed from texts, representations, protagonists. Instead, these stories revolve around
images, and the environment presented throughout
one’s life. As a young man and avid-movie lover,
my own understanding of, and relationship with,

Red Rocket tells the story of a male protago-

leading male roles.
estranged wife and mother-in-law while he
1

-

asserts the idea that women are only
valuable for their youthful appear-

with the family, for an extended amount of time.

at all ages for their strength, wis-

protagonist that is not a good person, but is some-

2

or expression, but what may be surprising is the of his responsibilites for the
undoubtedly shaped my own gender identity and

The Nice Guys
Moonlight
Red Rocket (2021).
Contrary to the traditional strong-willed,
-

2

porn industry. After haphazardly
resorts to selling drugs for his

tain his promises to his wife,
age to stay out

SOMEBODY TO LEAN ON
design by: Melanie Mak _
in the past. He does, however, have an astound-

the life of a not-so-glamorous porn star.

-

himself as a man. Even with his
-

everything
hint

In an entirely different exploration of masMoonlight follows the protagonist Chiron
at a feel-good and
emotionally
intimate relationship.

-

guts
that
dream
as
his true intentions are
revealed.

his life: sex. He

primary guardian that is absent from
-

to the top of the world
wise he has no attributes
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to wrestle in a strangely intimate and visually diswith Holly, she waits for her father in the driver’s

-

The Nice Guys,

liver a message, along with a bloody nose, a hard

-

his meetings and barrages him for being an irre-

generally revolved around and represented a pathere is
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no one way to portray

ent a leading man, the hero of many stories, as an men, we as male viewers are often exposed to,
- representation. Women and non-binary viewers are
-

aged feel more relatable to my own

-

in Moonlight, Red Rocket, and
The Nice Guys all have a relatsupport of others. Whether it’s a
help in an attempt to return to fame, or
we are thrusted into, therefore identifying with the
be more responsible than her father,
-

-

Depending on preferred gender identity
sometimes as a guide, sometimes as a problem, and Endnotes:
2. Ibid.

struggles that all peointernalize.
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The Dehumanization of
Identical Twins in Film

WRITTEN BY: Lauren Pretto

DESIGNED BY: Christian Abraham

The likelihood of having identical twins is of the cast are asked to perform their own dances.
about 1 in every 250 pregnancies; that’s less than We are shown some of the girls dancing on their
0.5%.1 And though identical twins are so unlikely, own, but then we are shown Noreen and Doreen
performing their dance together, even though there
is only supposed to be one winner of the compepurpose they serve, for it is obviously harder for tition. In just these two instances, we can see that
the twins are treated differently than all of the rest
just one person. Unfortunately, these purposes ar- of the cast, and that if they don’t act together, they
en’t the same as other characters. Identical twins don’t act at all. Along with that, every time we see
- these girls, they are smiling vibrantly. We are never
oped characters in order to produce comedic re- even shown a moment when they are not performlief, terror, or other emotions. This is done by ing in which they take a breath or put down their
giving twin characters the same emotions, charac- personas because, to the movie, it is not important
teristics, and mannerisms. This then dehumanizes that they do. Noreen and Doreen’s sole purpose in
such as “twincest” to thrive. There are many examples of identical twins acting as one entity in-

almost the same if they were never even characters.
Austin Powers: Goldmember is an especially grotesque example of twins being dehumanized
3
That being said,
one must preface that
the entire Austin
Powers franchise
was created in order to critique
and make fun
of the James

is not limited to, Hairspray, Austin Powers: Goldmember, and Harry Potter which I want to explore
and dissect due to being an identical twin myself.
In Hairspray, heroine Tracy Turnblad auditions for the popular show “The Corny Collins
Show’’ and wins a spot.2
joins the show, we are introduced to characters
Noreen and Doreen, identical twins and dancers
ing song sequence titled “Nicest Kids in Town” in
which the cast of the show introduce themselves.
In the introduction sequence, after a character says intend to be oftheir name, they jump out of line to make room for fensive in order
the person behind them. With Noreen and Doreen to highlight the
offensiveness of
in line as her sister Doreen introduces herself from the
over Noreen’s shoulder, the both of them holding
Austin Powers
Hairspray Dance Competition takes place, the girls at a massive par2

ty when he is approached by a fan, Fook Mi. After
a quick bit where Austin is confused by her name,
Fook Mi runs off to grab him a drink. A girl Austin believes is Fook Mi returns with a drink for
him, but surprise, it’s Fook Mi’s identical twin sister, Fook Yu. Once again, a little bit takes place in
which Austin is confused by the girl’s name until
both twins stand side by side. The girls turn around,
exposing their backpacks which have their names
spelled out on them, also exposing their painties
while they shake their butts in his direction. After
the confusion bit is over, the girls sit
him
down and insinuate that the both of
that they are not opposed to having
intercourse with him. The scene
ends with Austin Powers
crossing
off
“Threesome
with
Japanese
Twins” on his pocketbook
list labeled “Things To
This scene is obviously problematic in many
different ways. Its depiction of asian characters as
promiscuous and the racist
undertones behind the names
of the girls is enough to write its
own piece about, but the fact that
these girls are identical twins
only enhances that. These girls are
used as sexualized props instead
of human beings. This is evident
b y
the list that Austin carries with him. He doesn’t
quirements of being Japanese twins who both
want to have sex with him. In the short snippet of
time the girls are on screen, their purpose is to make
a joke out of their names and to accomplish some
sexual fantasy of the main character. The girls are
both a joke and a sexualized object before all else,
both enhanced by the fact that they are identical.
Harry Potter might be the hardest example
to prove.4

George Weasley, twin older brothers of main character Ron Weasley, appear frequently. We are ini-

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone when Harwe get from either of the twins is after Mrs. Weasley calls for the boys in which George says, “He’s
not Fred, I am” and Fred continues with “honestly
woman, you call yourself our mother.” A moment
later, Fred reveals he is who his mother initially
action with the boys that they are tricksters who use their identical looks to
play pranks. And though this seems
to be a great start to their character
development, it pretty much bottoms out as soon as it started.
Fred and George
spend the rest of the next
few movies proving how
much of silly tricksters they
both are, whether it’s sending
Harry down secret passageways in Harry Potter and
the Prisoner of Azkaban or
pranking Caretaker Filch in
Harry Potter and the Order of
the Phoenix. Throughout the
and more adult, the twins always
to situations. Even when George returns home from a bloody accident in
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
Part 1, he manages to say he feels “saint-like” because he is “hole-y” (a terrible pun). In that same
movie, the seventh out of eight, we see George withsays “Mornin’” and makes a nodding gesture towards Harry. Even when, spoilers, Fred dies, we
do not have a scene of his body or George alone,
for George stays where he almost always has been;
have a total of about 20 minutes of screen time,
but are prominent characters that pop culture fell
3

in love with. And though these characters were
wonderful and brought some light to such dark moments, that’s just the thing, they only brought light
to dark moments. We never see much of their character outside of their jokes, and we don’t see much
character differentiation between the two until one
is physically injured. No one can argue that these
characters didn’t add to the story, but it is evident
that they were more of a comedic and naughty entity
rather than two boys who attend a magical school.
sonalities? Science, apparently. In Germany, Gerd
Kempermann, a behavioral geneticist at the Dresden
University
of

and develop. Though our surroundings and experiences may be similar, we all handle every circumstance differently because we were never designed
to act the same. And if scientists say that we are
all meant to be different, it feels like it should be
dehumanize something so fascinating as two people who look the same but are completely different?
So what should it look like when identical
tion is that there is already an answer. For this we
look to the great show American Horror Story, speFreak Show which
is a surprisingly nuanced depiction of twins despite its eye-catching name.7
Dot Tattler are conjoined twins sharing one body.
Off the bat, we already see
the difference

Te c h n o l o g y
and the German Center for
b e Neurodegenerative Disease conducted a study in- a n d
Dot and other
volving 40 identical female mice, which shared the representations of twins in
film.
Firstly because they’re
He found that their personalities differentiated the
main
characters of this plotline wheremassively after only three months. Jon Hamilton as most other twins are side and background characof NPR writes about this study and involves psy- ters. And that’s before we even get to know the girls.
chologist from the University of Virginia, Eric
Turkheimer, in which he says that “studies show and Dot’s background while they meet Elsa Mars, a
that siblings often start out with very similar per- woman who wants to hire them for her freak show.
And while the storyline seems like it would be
they slowly drift apart from each other.”5 Discov- more dehumanizing of the girls, we actually learn
er magazine also looked into this same study, in
which writer Lisa Raffensperger determined that te is much more trusting of people, happier, and a
“identical twins, though they start with the same bit more childlike whereas Dot is skeptical, mean
genes, likely develop different personalities in the and introverted. Dot acts as kind of an older sister
same environment partially based on how they interact with their environment.”6 The study goes to
prove what already seems obvious; we are all peo- terrible singer, whereas Dot wants to stay out of the
ple who are different in the ways we understand limelight, but is revealed to have a lovely singing
4

people, no matter their backgrounds, genes, or other
a fellow freak named Jimmy Darling and a rich boy factors are not meant to have identical personali
named Dandy Mott. While Dot shares in her admi- ties. And while having the identical twin trope in
ration for Jimmy, she detests Dandy, making the
enforcing harmful stereotypes. We have advanced
good characters, with moments of development including lesson learning, heartbreak, and fear. They tricks of morphing human beings into props. We
do not stand in the background but rather center can have comedy, horror, and sex appeal without
American Horror Story are exactly the types of charac- world, the trope can only be seen as lazy writing
ters we should be seeing when representing idenWe have come to recognize once again that tation of our lives, whether you’re a twin or not.

“We can have
comedy, horror, and
sex appeal without
dehumanizing
characters.”
Endnotes
1. “Pregnant with Twins.” NHS. Accessed Jan- 5. Hamilton, Jon. “How Can Identical Twins Turn
uary 12, 2022. https://www.nhs.uk/pregnanout so Different?” NPR, May 9, 2013.
cy/finding-out/pregnant-with-twins/#:~:tex- 6. Raffensperger, Lisa. “How Identical Twins Det=Everyone%20ha
s%20the%20same%20
velop Different Personalities.” Discover Magchance,and%20the%20lowest%20among%20
azine. Discover Magazine, October 24, 2019.
Japanese.
https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-scienc2. Shankman, Adam, Craig Zadan, Neil Meron,
es/how-identical-twins-develop-different-p erLeslie Dixon, and Marc Shaiman. Hairspray.
sonalities.
United States: New Line Cinema Corporation, 7. Murphy, Ryan, Alfonso Gomez-Rejon, Michael
2007.
Uppendahl, Howard Deutch, Anthony Hem3. Roach, Jay. Austin Powers in Goldmember.
United States: New Line Cinema, 2002.
Michael Goi. American Horror Story: Freak
4. Columbus, Chris, David Yates, Alfonso Cuaron,
Show. Milano: 20th Century Fox Home Enterand Mike Newell. Harry Potter Series. United
tainment, 2016.
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The Development of the Teen Drama and
Representation of Adult Themes
Written by Jenna Hards

Designed by Tommy English
[CONTENT WARNING:
SEX AND SUICIDE]

The teen drama genre has captivated audiences for years. Whether through shows from
decades ago like Boy Meets World, or The Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air or from more modern takes on
teenage life like the ever-popular Euphoria or 13
Reason Why, audiences have been captivated by
the point of view of teenagers. However, these new
characters feel like extreme versions of representation— teens who deal with extreme drug addiction
or face near death experiences in high school are
drastically different from the teen shows that were
popular in the late ‘90s or early 2000s. While this
dressing issues of representation, it has also been
risking the idea of romanticizing ideas of suicide,
drug addiction and familial issues.

“There is something drastically different about
what teens are watching
today versus what television channels were playing
back then."
then."

There is something drastically different
about what teens are watching today versus what
television channels were playing back then. From
the lighter colored tints of the past to the darker
tints of today, the changing themes of these shows
present a much different idea of what the normal
young adult is facing. Subjects like broken families, addiction, mental health and sex have all been
addressed in modern and older dramas, and while
representation for these issues has grown, this
representation has grown to be two-dimensional.
It would be a great step towards mental health
awareness to depict the worldview of someone
who struggles with these issues, while also showing audiences how those people interact normally
with others and can pursue healthy coping mechanisms like counseling or journaling. Instead, to me,
it appears as though both old and new shows lack
representation that is not entirely two dimensional
and while the media is making steps in the right
direction there is still work that needs to be done.
The Broken Family Trope
Boy Meets World follows Cory Mathews
through his life from high school to marriage.
The show has several lovable characters and takes
on many themes of growing up, dysfunctional
families, and even death. While audiences follow
Mathews through his life, they are faced with very
realistic concepts and themes like that of familial
issues. Mathews gets to grow up on the show from

elementary school to college. He goes through
school and life with best friend Shawn, friend and
eventual wife Topanga and the rest of his family
and friends.
Boy Meets World discusses the “bad dad”
trope as well with Shawn’s father being absent and
an alcoholic. Similarly, Euphoria also has a bad
dad— however, Cal Jacobs’ problems are provided
in full detail to viewers. While much of Shawn’s
father’s life is hidden or alluded to, Jacob’s is the
only is he a gay man in a straight relationship
who constantly cheats on his wife, he is a vulgar
character whose actions (recording sex with
minors, cheating on his wife, ect) are less
than redeemable. While the bad dad trope
in Boy Meets World is used to propel the
development of Shawn’s character,
the bad dad trope in Euphoria is tied
largely
to the plot. Cal Jacob’s is a much
more central character to the show,
but his actions feel villainous rather
than addressing a real world problem. Of course, this does not mean
that shows need to portray the most
relatable or common issues. The
Fresh Prince of Bel-Air and Euphoria depict stories from minority
points of view as well. Episodes like “Mistaken
Identity,” from Fresh Prince of Bel-Air talk about
issues that African Americans face today as they
American justice system. It also speaks on other
racial themes like not “being black enough” and
role reversals. Euphoria has headline-making character Jules. Jules is a trans woman and her story in
the show tackles some of the issues that younger
trans people face in terms of transition, dating and
acceptance.
The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air provides insight into the world of a young black man in southern California through the main character Will
who faces a new home and new family dynamic
after moving from West Philadelphia. While fans

laughed at Will’s working class lifestyle clashing
with his uncle’s and cousin’s rich ones, the show
also confronted several serious themes about
growing up and especially about being a black
man in modern day America. Episodes like “Mistaken Identity” from Fresh Prince of Bel-Air talk
about issues that African Americans face today
within the American justice system. The show also
speaks on other racial themes like not “being black
enough” and role reversals. An episode
that
I found to be incredibly well done was
Season 4’s episode Papa’s Got a Brand
New Excuse which is infamous for
discussing Will’s issue with parental abandonment. The comedy
takes a pause as the character questions why his own father does not
seem to want him. While the progressiveness of these shows seems
fairly nuanced in comparison to the
topics that are tackled in shows today,
these early teen shows did a lot for the
genre in terms of breaking out of the
typical American middle class family
and addressing concepts of race and
racially connected social issues.
While Euphoria lacks discussion around race, 13 Reasons Why season two
gressions black teens face. While not a central topic, subjects like hair, stereotypes and whitewashing
are all touched upon in this season. Particularly
Jessica’s father worries about a group of Black
teens she is spending time with and when she asks
if it is “Because they’re black?” he laughs and
refers to his own dark skin tone. The mixed race
family is one of the best examples of these modern
shows to touch upon the different familial experiences of mixed race families.
Mental Health and Suicide
Another mature theme that these shows
discuss is that of mental health. One study found

that “the mentally disordered are portrayed as 10 times more likely to be a
violent criminal than nonmentally
disordered television characters.” Oftentimes in media, those
who struggle with mental health are
viewed in a negative light and tend to
have ties to criminal activity. It has also
been seen that media has a huge impact on the
way that the public views those who struggle
with mental health issues. While Boy Meets
World and older shows would touch on themes
like depression after a break up, or turning to alcohol or drugs for relief from emotional pain, it
wasn’t until recently that viewers have witnessed
mental health problems including addiction and
suicide on television.
Focusing on teenager Clay
Jenson as he discovers the reason
behind his friend Hannah Baker’s
death through a series of thirteen
tapes, 13 Reasons Why made
headlines for it’s take on suicide
and mental health. The show had
such controversial content that it
2017 WHO media guidelines. The show’s
graphic suicide scene was even cited in two actual suicide cases after the episode had been aired
and was the most controversial point in the entire
show. While producers of the show explained that
they wished to spur the conversation about teen
suicide and mental health, “good intentions do not
necessarily guarantee good outcomes.” While the
show exhibited many good behaviors and examhad several negative behaviors that could have
Episode four of season one showed a
positive example as Clay’s father recognized that
culties and encouraged him to express his feelings
and talk things out. The show’s intentions, to

bring out a discussion of teen suicide and mental
health, risked being triggering when it came to
the in-depth discussion of suicide and even sexual assault. Of course this does not mean that 13
Reasons Why directly caused suicides, but negative depictions of mental health creats real world
stereotypes, and the romantization of Hannah
way that we view suicide. There is a good balance
between addressing the problem without having
to romanticize it. Recently it feels like shows have
had to go one way or another. 13 Reasons Why and
Euphoria take the discussion of mental struggles
to an extreme while earlier shows or even recent
Encanto
allude to problems without directly speaking about
them.
Addiction
While Euphoria has made headlines for it’s main character Rue and
her drug addiction, the way that Rue
deals with recovery and addiction aims
to entertain rather than represent. Rue
begins season two by stating that she
failed recovery and has gone back to
using drugs, despite Jules’ eagerness for Rue to
stop and Fez’s warnings. While some applauded
Euphoria for having a character show the struggle
of getting clean, others worried about the show being triggering Some reviewers found that Euphoria
accurately portrayed aspects of drug addiction and
issues that those impacted face, but many of the
comments brought up in this study tend to only
the show was “exaggerated and made cooler.” Rue
may be relatable but she is not an idol for drug
recovery.
Boy Meets World, touches upon this subject
with the episode If You Can’t Be with the One You
Love when Cory and Shawn drown their sorrows
in a stolen bottle of whiskey. Problems arise in
the episode when Shawn discovers a taste for the
drink. The show was banned from airing on Dis-

ney Channel due to the underage drinking
content. However, while Euphoria might
over exaggerate drug use in one direction,
Boy Meets World, heads in the other. The
show attacks underage drinking and solves
the issue in under half an hour. The overall
message that I was left with was one drink
is all it takes for an addiction, while the
reality is more complicated. Boy Meets
World also makes a small effort to touch
on addiction within the family and does portray
Shawn as an at-risk individual due to his familial
problems and their history of
alcohol abuse. Once again we
see a topic discussed from two
entirely different angles. Either
it must be overly complex for
plot and entertainment sake,
or it must be a problem that
can be solved in half an hour.
Addiction is a prominent issue
and efforts could be made in the
media to destigmatize addiction
and recovery without creating
role models out of those characters or romanticizing the use of drugs or alcohol.
Conclusion
As the world of media continues to recognize the importance of representation, we are
bound to see more unique characters with different

issues both at home and within themselves. I wish
that high school was as easy as it appeared to be in
Boy Meets World, but I also can’t relate to shows
like 13 Reasons or Euphoria due to the extremes
they go into with their shows. However, it is important to recognize how those representations can
be just as harmful as not representing those groups
at all, if not handled with care. While earlier shows
address huge issues in doses, mixed in with comedy and every problem being wrapped up with
a bow at the end, more modern pieces run in the
other direction showing graphic scenes and issues
that run over multiple seasons. Media
ground between wrapping up long
and romanticizing the suicide of a
teen girl. There is a way to show that
mental health issues and these other
themes are present in our daily life
without showing them as extremes.
Finding this equilibrium will result in
more diverse characters with a lot of
depth and more appropriately represent what it’s like to actually be in high
school. I knew about the drugs, alcohol and sex
during my years of ninth through twelth grade, but
my days weren’t spent skipping class to get high,
blackmailing my friends or parents or dealing with
a recent suicide or murder.
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RAW
WHY

IS STILL EATING ME:
FEMALE DESIRE & HORROR

In 1785, the French author Marquis de
Sade published “120 Days of Sodom,” a work
that is frequently referenced as the turning
phy available to the masses. However, it is
actions celebrated within the book. More
than any other author before
him, Marquis De Sade legitimized the fetishization of the
mutilated female body. This fetish
throughout the 19th and 20th centuries. However, the rise of the horror
new heights. This desire has manifested itself as torture porn, in which the
watching the annihilation of women,
usually done so with obscene amounts of
gore. Accordingly, the abuse of women
was the standard for horror to the point of
normalization. However, there must have
Carrie
hit big screens as it subverted the misogynistic machinery of horror cinema. A
new female protagonist was introduced,
one that was neither victim nor villain,
but a girl trying to navigate her newfound womanhood. As someone who
has had their fair share of horrible
2

periods, I enjoyed Carrie— however, my interest lies not
when womanhood is utilized as a superpower but
when it ultimately consumes the protagonist
without their consent.
This is the crux
Raw,
written and directed by
Julia Ducournau. Raw begins with Justine, played by
Garance Marillier, starting her
following in the footsteps of
her sister and parents. As the
movie progresses, Raw grapples
with the discovery of womanhood
through its use of body horror as
Justine indulges her craving for raw
“Film Bodies: Gender, Genre, and Excess,” Linda Williams explores how audiences are both intrigued and disgustgenres: porn, horror, and movies with
gratuitous emotion.” What binds these
is their ability to appeal to emotions
outside societal value, such as female

desire. An often forgotten part of womanhood, female desire can induce a lobotomizing effect— as
the expression of female pleasure is scandalized un-

ing herself, a stark contrast to Justine. An analysis
of Justine can not be done without taking into account Alexia, a young woman who
demonstrates herself to be in touch
like pornography or torture porn. In an interview with her sexuality, unlike Justine.
The following day Jusdone with the BUILD series, Julia Ducournau remarked that she tried to build up an establishment
that was “anonymous, misogynistic, and violent.”
new students are asked to eat a
initiation to womanhood, representing everyday raw rabbit liver in another one
vegDucournau went on to say that Raw deals heavi- tines. Justine being a staunch
etarian initially refuses until
Alexia
t h a t
her from the inside out. Indeed, if you watch the approaches and tells Justine
does it,”
trailer, the scene of Justine watching her crush and
I
am here
roommate Adrian (Rabah Nait Oufella) play soccer
to the presshirtless is juxtaposed with her eating raw meat. now.” Justine succumbs
sure
of
her
sisterone
of
the hazing
Julia Ducournau appropriates the methods of body
the meat. Inhorror to conjure an entirely different result than ringleaders- and eats
causes Justine to
torture porn. The scenes are stomach-churning, gesting the rabbit liver
break
out
in
a
painful
full-body
rash,
causing several audience members to faint during
forcing her to see
the school nurse.
As
the
nurse
inspects Justine she
Yet they are also intimate, a reassurance that deinquires about
contraceptives.
As Justine crosses the threshold of the riod and
veterinary school, she physically exits girldom.
Finally,
the nurse asks about condoms
welcoming the arrival of the freshman class. Instead, a lonely Justine approaches a hard building,
pink suitcase in tow. From early on it is established had sex. In the scene prior to Justine visiting the
that Justine is ill-prepared without the guidance of nurse we watch her thrash widely in her bed, itchher overbearing parents. It is no more apparent than ing her rash, desperate for any type of relief. Adrian, hearing Justine knocks on her door and asks
Justine is forcibly removed from her bed by a mob if she is ok. Justine, clearly embarrassed by her
of masked upperclassmen. After being made to walk physical condition tells him to stay out. The imagon all fours like an animal, Justine is suddenly thrust
into the middle of a wild college party. In a long esRaw
tablishing shot of the party, Justine is the only one
who appears confused. Her classmates have seem- utilizes body horror to show female desire. It is
ingly assimilated, drinking and dancing to the loud more than an allergic reaction, it is a physical repmusic. Justine watches as a group of young women
a young couple entangled in one another. It is in how to meet and her skin is tearing itself up in
this environment that the audience is introduced to response. The rabbit liver acts as the catalyst for
3

experience. Cannibalism may not be common for
you or me, but it has always existed in as a ritualistic experience or an act of human desperation.
It is this climate that forces Justine to undergo a metamorphosis from girl to monstress, a physical representation of the shame that accompanies
In the same interview with “BUILD Series,” ger it is upsetting and gross to watch, but also very
Julia Ducournau states “if I had to make a cannibal
movie it would be about I, not They.” This is what her expression oscillates between guilt in curiosity,
the music is soft. Then, the music swells and Justine
that cannibals are also humans and not monsters of takes a bite. Appalled by her actions, Justine pulls
back before
“...female
female
desire
can
induce
a
lobotomizing
vampires,
going back
werewolves, effect- as the expression of female pleasure is in for anothor zombies. scandalized unless it is done so for the male er bite, and
another
spectator’s enjoyment like pornography or then
regular peountil Justine
torture porn”
ple. Ducourfully engorgnau forces the audience to bridge the gap between es her cravings, blood dripping from her mouth
“monster” and “human” and consider that it could onto her hands. It is a human mouth, it is a hube any one of us. Mary Russo, a Professor Emerita man hand, yet by surrendering herself to her deof Literature and Critical Theory and the author of sires Justine has now transformed into a cannibal.
the book The Female Grotesque argues that the female reproductive system and desire are considered sexual awakening— Justine indulges her cravings
taboo because of the female anatomical structure:
“As a bodily metaphor, the grotesque cave tends
to look like (and in the most gross metaphorical
female body.” Like cannibals, the female organs male sexuality. Later, Justine is getting ready and
seem strange and alien to many. They are equally has decided to wear the same navy dress. Alone in
upsetting to traditional moral her dorm, Justine is listening to Putes Que Toutes
v a l ues, and equally a part Les Poutes” (Sluttier than all the Sluts) by Orties,
of the
human
a french rap duo of sisters (ironically). Justine begins to dance, grinding on the
mirror in front of
h e r .
the school cafeteria, Justine eyes a hamburger patty before reaching and stealing some away in her
coat. Adrian notices and decided to take Justine out
for meat sandwiches at “On the Run” a local gas
station outside of school. Later, we watch Justine

4

Justine who never
usually wears makeup has lipstick on
that she subsequently smears across her
face as she starts to
kiss and lick the mirror, continuing to
grind against it. The
when Adrian and Justine
decide to have sex— Jusis messy, and Justine seems
more focused on successfully taking a bite out of Adrian
However, to Justine, her pleasure
comes from the consumption of others, and as Adrian repeatedly stops
her from biting him Justine resorts to
biting her arm, moaning as she does so.
are interdependent and can not be separated
from one another— it is a disturbing reminder
that female desire is not only viewed as something
monstress, and to be afraid of, but that it ultimately devours the individual. Yet, is it one of the asto womanhood is complete when it is revealed
that both her mom and sister are also cannibals.
Endnotes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Under the guise of a nostalgic romantic
comedy lies a social commentary film that illustrates conflicts of class, gender and health
justice through the development of the lead
character. Dirty Dancing centers a strong female heroine with autonomy, Baby. She entered the mainstream of 80s “chick flicks,”
and she happened to be Jewish. Although
some negative Jewish stereotypes are upheld, the vessel of this genre surreptitiously
allowed for two Jewish stereotypes common
in media to be rejected, cliches in romantic comedies to be rejected, and progressive
lessons to be shared with a wider audience.
The film is introduced as a nostalgic
remembrance of the past
in order to amplify personal growth and force
the viewer to reflect on
socio-political
issues.
Dirty Dancing is based
on the screenwriter
Eleanor Bergsetin’s
teenage
experiences
including being called Baby
until
she
was
20. The character
36

Baby introduces the film by
narrating
the
setting in the
past tense. We
see their family car on an
open road as
she says “That
was the summer
of 1963 when everyone called me baby and
it didn’t occur to me to mind. That was before President Kennedy was shot, before the
Beatles came, when I couldn’t wait to join
the Peace Corps, and I thought I’d never
find a guy as great as my dad. That was the
summer we went to Kellerman’s.” Kellerman’s was based on a real resort: Grossinger ’s Catskills Resort and Hotel.1 Between
the 1920s through the 70s, a section of the
Catskills was the hub for Jewish families
who were rejected from other resorts and
resorted to make their own. In this narration we hear multiple changes in reality
setting the audience up for the growth to
come. There is an awareness of the changing
dependence from her father, political and social climates, and that she will fall in love.
For Bergstein, the year in which
the film is set represents a pivotal period
in America’s political, social, and cultural history, a country on the cusp of radical political and social change. Bergstein
proclaims Dirty Dancing could not have
been situated either a few months earlier or
later than the summer of 1963; “after that
it was radical action.”2 Baby’s naivety
and idealism about life and social politics
as well as the staff ’s hesitant response to
the privilege she represents, creates ten-

sion that not only adds to the complexity of
her character but sets Johnny up as a starcrossed, cross-class lover who will be her
ticket across the iconic bridge and inside
another perspective. Baby is able to teach
the audience about class and public health
by using nostalgia to connect the viewer.
Through the camp staff, Baby and the audience are shown the subtle and painfully
direct classism that takes place. Robby, a
morally abhorrent college student hoping
to use his connections to get into medical
school, says, “some people count and some
people don’t” when confronted with not
helping Penny with the abortion. Baby is
also able to help her father see his hypocrisy
and contradictory morals at an upper-middle
class camp full of gambling, thievery, uninvited prostitution proposals, abuse and bigotry. She is endearingly courageous when
confronted with Penny’s unwanted pregnancy and attempts to use her power and resources to both stand in for her performance as
well as find a way to pay for the procedure.
The film was intentionally set ten
years before Roe v. Wade to portray a realistic abortion and its social implications
for a wider audience who might have not
sought it out independently. While the
movie came out in 1987 in which America
had fourteen years of legalized abortion, it
was still a vital topic that Bergstein needed to include to remind “a whole generation
of young people, and women especially…
[who] wouldn’t understand what [the illegal abortion] was.”3 We watch the movie now almost 50 years after Roe v. Wade
where access is still limited across the
country especially for those who do not
have as much social and monetary capital.
The abortion looks to cost Penny her
life until Baby asks her father for his medical help. She puts aside the presumed judgment from her father as well as the fear of
changing their existing relationship. The

movie places emphasis on the dangers of
illegalized abortions when the father passes his judgment on Baby for paying for
an unsafe abortion. This is partnered with
a narrative judgment of Robby for his
blatant disrespect, disregard and assault of the women that he sleeps with.
Rather than fulfilling the rom-com
trope of being chased ad nauseam until the
young woman succumbs, Baby communicates her desire for Johnny. We are primed
at a young age to regard sex as
something that happens to
girls in movies, and to
expect the worst to befall a girl to whom

s e x
happens. In their relationship, we see a
woman initiate and
enthusiastically consent to sex outside of
marriage, enjoy it, and
suffer no tragic karmic
consequences.
Baby and Johnny
don’t end up together, but rather
learn life changing lessons from
each other. Her
moments
of
growth
come
37

from her gaining some class consciousness and developing a sexually autonomous
relationship. It is only after they have sex
that we learn her real name, Frances. Johnny gains confidence and learns about affirming and motivating relationships. A subversive counter-narrative is delivered in a
genre and medium that otherwise spreads
harmful
expectations
to
adolescents.
Baby’s celebrated characteristics like
ownership of sexuality and desire, desire to
learn, and confidence are refreshing when
compared to the other films of the decade.
This film’s depiction of femininity is rounded when compared to 80s slasher films where
the slutty girl is the first to die, objectifying
and sexualizing female robots4 and childish mermaids5 who exist solely for male
pleasure. While Johnny physically fits into
the machismo climate seen in other movies
coming out at the same time like Commando and Lethal Weapon, he is refreshingly
vulnerable and articulates emotions honestly. These important themes are unique to
the genre and important to see represented
in popular media. It is crucial that viewers can see their diverse stories
represented with affirming themes.
I grew up around very few
Jews and thus my Judaism was
known and focused on. I often
heard remarks from friends’ parents and teachers about my spunk,
pluck and brashness. This would
shock me as I never felt like
my personality was drastically different besides
being attached to a
big nose and curly
hair. My mothers upbringing in the radical political scene of
Brooklyn and Newark shaped her per-

sonality and therefore mine. These values
are very closely tied to the culturally and
ethnically Jewish part of me. However,
that is not enough to definitively tie characteristics with an ethnicity. We must examine the importance we subconsciously
place on a character ’s Judaism when defining female characters. Judaism plays
little importance to this plot, however certain characteristics were exaggerated by
the public response that otherwise would
remain independent from ethnicity if seen
from/on a non-Jew. Dirty Dancing reminds
us to question the importance we place on
Judaism in regards to female characters.
Jewish young women have historically been categorized into two boxes: the
familial Jewish American Princess, and the
explicit, neurotic, monstrous “Salome,” often defined as either sexually withholding
or using sex as a tool of manipulation. This
history of racial, gender, and sexual stigmas shapes U.S. media tropes which cast
Jewish women as excessive, pushy, masculinized, sexually voracious or frigid.6 The
Jewish American Princess stereotype that
developed after WWII is desexualized and
de-erotisized, with her body remaining a
surface to decorate and lavishly self-beautify.7 In this stereotype there is also a dependence on father with him being the primary male presence in their life. Often,
these stereotypes are used in
the media in a self-referential fashion playing on the
stereotype itself. This becomes harmful when an audience does not have the
context to understand the
satirical caricatures and
crtique of media and rather
sees this as fact. Cultivation theory proposes that
the more people who view

television, the more they are affected by
and truly believe the images and stereotypes
portrayed on television; and with increased
viewership comes increased belief that events
on the screen accurately portray reality.8
The character Baby is given this name
to set an obvious and extreme sense of dependence that she then breaks free from.
Shortly after her family arrives, the dance
teacher tells a group of people participating
in a group dance to “find the man of your
dreams”. Baby looks lost when the dance instructor Penny swoops in to take her father
as partner. The dependence on the father,
common of the Jewish American princess
stereotype, is portrayed by Baby, while the
materialistic and pampered traits are embodied by her sister Lisa. Lisa is introduced
to the audience balancing teetering boxes of
clothing and regretful for not bringing her
coral shoes. Lisa exists to highlight the intelligence, depth, and growth of Baby, as
well as the static and one dimensionality of
the Jewish American Princess stereotype.
While at dinner, Baby’s parents brag that she
is going to change the world, when asked
what Lisa will do, Baby retorts, “Oh, Lisa’s
going to decorate it.” The name “Baby” acts
as a foil of her discovered self, illustrating
her assigned and destined identity versus
her assumed identity. This name and subsequent
shedding

of it, is used to show her growth, found
independence, and the passage of time.
Dirty Dancing takes advantage of
pre-existing stereotypes and tropes about Jewish women in the media to highlight the growth
of Baby to Frances. Without reflection, Lisa
perpetuates the Jewish American Princess stereotype, however Baby is shown
to move beyond those limited and shallow dependencies. Baby transforms Salome from a negative stereotype to that of
an autonomous romantic partner, focused
on support and admiration. Baby exists between the two extremes as a rather unique
romantic comedy heroine. The original response to the movie can tell us a lot about
the way Judaism impacts stories. Bergstein said it always bothered her that people saw the storyline as the “ugly duckling
gets the guy.”9 This judgment has nothing
to do with the plot of the film, but rather
on an actress that lies well within eurocentric beauty standards except some features
that are commonly associated with Jewish
People. It should be celebrated that there’s
no major transformation in which Baby
changes her look to become a woman or desirable to Johnny. After Lisa offers to fix
her hair for the talent show, Lisa pauses
and says, “you’re prettier, your way.”10
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Although there is no one way a Jew
looks, the media uses these visual signifiers
to mark this likewise
invisible group of
others, like big noses or frizzy hair, to
tell their audiences
that certain characters are Jewish. 11 12
The overused code of
representation
perpetuates that all Jews
are white and Ashkenazi (of Eastern
European descent).
Baby is not purposefully coded as
a Jewish person, she
just is, with a naturally existing frizzy
curl pattern, Ashkenazi nose, and shy
yet spunky chutzpah. Would these features be focused on if
they existed on a non-Jewish woman? This
movie never explicitly defines Baby’s ethnicity as it has little to do with the plot.
In an interview with the American
Film Institute about the enduring appeal of
Dirty Dancing, Swayze himself confirmed
Baby’s Jewishness,“On a certain level, it’s

really about the fabulous, funky little Jewish
girl getting the guy because [of] what she’s
got in her heart.”
Although I’d kill to
be called fabulous
and funky and little
by the late Swayze,
it reaffirms that her
Jewish identity plays
into her not just being a hot leading lady
that gets the man.
That there’s something off and unconventional about her,
and her ethno-religion is a crucial part
of that. Even though
this film depicts a
move away from
harmful
rom-com
tropes as well as extreme and one dimensional female characters, and even though
Patrick Swayze insists that “nobody puts
Baby in a corner,” the connection of gender and Judaism seems to be a difficult
corner to get out of historically and today.

The name ‘Baby’
acts as a foil of her
discovered self,
illustrating her assigned and destined
identity versus her
assumed identity.
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Today, indie musicians with reputable caprojects with increasing frequenhave begun a career in movie soundtracks include Thom
Yorke (also from Radio-

goers, myself included, seeing names

In the early stages of pre-production of Paul Thomas
There Will Be Blood, Anderson approached Radiohead guitarist Jonny Green-

much to do with its accompanying music, and how
successful the music is at heightening or supple-

movie music was yearning for new voices and new
Radiohead and Anderson’s works are characterized
by their unconventional formal approaches to craft,
so this pairing seemed to be a perfect opportunity to
wood’s haunting score immediately gained major

In order to fully grasp this upward trend of
-

a symbiotic director/composer relationship that has sustained itself
and Anderson’s matchup has
music that has plagued many
recent years, and thus has
served as a sort of blueers to take out-of-the
box
approaches to scoring

as the incomparable John Williams, or his conless familiar names and continue to produce
mesmerizing work
aspect related to a
comes
from
the
relationship
between a director

of a soundtrack that both parties are on the same
page thematically, and that they have a mutual understanding of the art that they are collaborating to

-

to use it well often have a problem involving the
cant examples, and the most memorable of recent sic as a tool that can expose the inner feelings and
soundtracks have resulted from those two elements thoughts of characters and can shape the way that
1
3
tive, relating these respective outcomes
stereotypical tropes without adding
to the relationships put in place by
anything new to exceed audience
-

“Film music has a
it doesn’t always nectranscendent quality
essarily correlate to a
composer’s skillset,
to tap into viewers’ emobut rather a lack of
symbiosis with their
tions and manipulate the
way they respond to the
narrative.”
churned out a lot of junk
to point out that in the

(Argo, Rise Of The Guardians), but the best of his work
still retains a singular sound because the directors who inspire it un-

which prominently feature
shrieking strings or bombastic noises to induce
tension and startle the
viewer, but usually
elicits an eye roll more
The most terrifying
that feature scores with
painstaking attention
to detail, artistic nuance,
and unconventional sounds,
-

phone score for Hereditary, or Thom Yorke’s
2
- moody, dread-inducing score for the remake of
- Suspiria
cumstances, in which he was given more freedom by yond the realm of horror, though this genre makes
it particularly easy to pinpoint exactly how nondiAs important as the composer/director reway a given audience will interpret nondieget- makers in recent years have turned away from cook- ie-cutter composers in favor of more experimental
ty to tap into viewers’ emotions and manipulate
independent cinema has made it especially easy to
bridge the two mediums, and musical artists have
heavily on what audiences expect depending on expanded upon their artistic qualities to begin ca-

in their sleep, and this is where the importance of a clear
to take hold somewhere around the time of There
Will Be Blood
ingly combine experimental and indie soundtracks
with more traditional, symphonic music, it calls
for The Social Network.4 Their invigorating score
was a vital component to the overall success of a
soundtracks have truly impressed me, I cannot reitself into my memory the way so many classic
of tension and paranoia surrounding the narrative,
ing piano riff from Halloween, or the bombastic
from their tendency to pick a soundtrack from an theme from Star Wars, or the shrieking strings from
- the shower scene in Psycho
- have carried themselves into conversations beyond
music are ever-changing, ever-evolving mediums,
be full of new experimental voices, there remains
widespread recognition for well-renowned com- what we have now to what came before is because
collaborator John Williams churned out yet another generations to come will look
The Post
way we reminisce about
and to their detriment, depending on
and artistic merit of
the projects they

back
on
the same

established composer can write a
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